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This invention relates to connector means between a
storage vessel or tank containing liquified gas and a
transfer line for conveying fluid snbstss'*? to or from the
vessel. The invention described herein was made in the
performance of work under a NASA contract and is sub-
ject to the provisions of the National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958, Public Law E5-568 (72 Stat 426;
42 U.S.C. 2451), as amended.
The invention finds particular application to cryogenic
systems wherein it is desirable or essential to minimize
heat leak from the surrounding atmosphere into the con-
tained body of extremely cold liquid maintained at a
temperature below the critical temperature for the par-
ticular gas. Although not limited thereto, the invention,
because of its compact, efficient and lightweight design,
may be used to advantage in propsHant storage and de-
livery systems for space vehicles.
In systems of the general type referred to, it is neces-
sary to provide highly efficient insnlation means for the
storage vessel and possibly for the fluid transfer lines
connected thereto and forming part of the delivery sys-
tem or for vent lines leading awa\ from the storage ves-
sel. In certain applications, such as space vehicle use,
it may be required that the overeH storage and delivery
systems be designed for minimmn weight and volume, in
which case provision must be made for overall insulation
of the highest efficiency and for a structural design in the
areas surrounding the transfer line connections which will
provide a maximum length of beat leak path commen-
surate with structural stability and the imposed limita-
tions as to size or volume.
It is common practice to insulate such storage vessels
by enclosure within an oversize shell, the space between
the vessel and shell being occupied, at least in part, by
insulating material, and generally being evacuated to pro-
vide a vacuum insulation. Dependent upon the particu-
lar design and environment in which the system is to be
employed, the fluid transfer lines may or may not be
insulated, and likewise may be csder vacuum.
In cryogenic systems, a known method and means for
insulating a shell-encased vessel or tank containing an
extremely cold body of liquid, such as liquified gas, is to
pack tha space between the storace vessel and the outer
shell with powdered or granular insulating material, such
as polyurethane foam, perlitc, etc, and to maintain such
insulation space under vacuum. Whh such type of con-
struction it is possible to minimize heat leak by so shap-
ing or routing the portion of the transfer line which passes
through the insulated area as to provide an extended
beat leak path. Since the transfer line itself has a coef-
ficient of beat conduction higher than that of the insula-
tion, a straight transfer line takisg the shortest possible
path between the outer shell and tie storage vessel would
provide an avenue for rapid flow of heat, or beat leak,
from the surrounding atmosphere into the storage vessel.
One expedient for preventing such adverse heat leak is to
shape the transfer line tubing with one or more reverse
bends so as to form a somewhat tortuous path through
the fill of insulation material. Another expedient is to
offset or misalign the openings for the transfer fine tub-
ing in the shell and the vessel, so that the tubing will
necessarily have a substantial length of run along the in*
sulation space, more or less following the wall contours
of the shell and vessel.
Another, and generally more practicable, type of in-
sulation is that commonly known as super-insulation,
5 which embodies a multiple radiation shield of laminar
construction comprising layers of extremely thin reflec-
tive material wrapped around the inner vessel or tank.
Such insulating shield will generally occupy a substantial
major portion of the space between the vessel and the
10 ovtiiz shell, some free space usually being left for ease
of assemblage. The space may or may not be under
vacuum, and the portion thereof not occupied by the
radiation shield may, if desired, be filled with other
insulating material in granular or rigid form.
15 In those cases where a fill of powdered or granular in-
sulating material is employed instead of super-insulation,
it is not too difficult to achieve a good distribution of the
insulating material around the sbell-encascd portion of
the transfer line tubing and to effectively insulate the
20 joints where the tubing pierces the sheel and vessel walls.
Where super-insulation is employed, however, any ex-
tensive longitudinal run of tubing, that is, substantially
parallel to the space-defining walls, must pass between
layers of reflective material. This poses a serious prob-
25 Icm of assemblage, and it is extremely difficult to care-
fully work the sheets of insulating material around the
bends and the joints in a manner which will minimize
heat leak in these areas.
From the standpoint of ease of assemblage and
30 economy of construction, it is more desirable to have the
fluid transfer lines enter the vessel at an angle substan-
tially normal to the vessel surface and pass along the
shortest straight path through the insulation space,
whether they be fill lines for introducing the cold liquid
35 into the storage vessel or vent lines for release therefrom
of gas from the gaseous phase of the contained material.
In accordance with the invention a low heat leak con-
nection is formed between a transfer line for conveying
extremely low temperature gas in liquid or gaseous phase
40 and a shell-encased storage vessel or tank containing a
Mipply or body of liquefied gas. The outer shell is sub-
stantially larger than the encased storage vessel so as to
provide an intermediate peripheral insulation space
which may be wholly or partially occupied by insulating
45 material and which may or may not be maintained under
vacuum.
Dependent upon the external temperature conditions
surrounding the shell, and possibly other factors, the
transfer line may or may not be jacketed to insulate the
50 conveyed fluid stream from its external environment In
any case, for the purpose of description the outermost
conduit, whether it be the pipe or tubing which actually
conveys the fluid stream or an insulating pipe jacket
surrounding the same, is to be considered and referred
55
 to as the transfer line, and the fluid stream conveyed
thereby will be considered as being confined within the
transfer line.
The end portion of the transfer line passes through
close-fitted, aligned openings formed in the spaced walls
60
 of the outer shell and vessel, and is rigidly attached to
both walls in a fluid-tight seal. The common axis of
the aligned openings is so arranged as to direct the trans-
fer line to or away from the vessel at an angle substan-
tially normal to the adjacent surface areas of the shell
65 and vessel
A thin, convexly curved, plate is affixed to the iwier
wall surface of the vessel so as to symmetrically cover
an extensive area surrounding the opening in the vesseL
The perimeter of the curved plate is joined to the vessel
70
 wall in fluid-tight seal, the opposed and oppositely-curved
surfaces of the vessel and plate forming what is best




The geometric configuration of the curved plate is
necessarily dspcndest upon the curvature or contour of
the vessel in the area to which it is attached. Thus, if
the vessel wall is spherical in the area of contact, the
plate may be circular, and if the vessel wall is cylindrical 5
in such area, the plate will be of irregular shape con-
forming to the line of intersection between the two
curved bodies. The wide, shallow space within the blis-
ter forms an insulating region which may or may not be
occupied by insulating material and/or be under vac-
uum.
The curved plate is provided with a geometrically
centered opening in substantial axial alignment with the
openings in the vessel and shell, the plate opening be-
ing sized to pena";t unrestricted flow of incoming or out-
going fluid between the vessel and the transfer line.
When the fluid transfer line is of the jacketed type,
comprising an outer pipe or jacket and a substantially
smaller inner pipe or tube which actually confines the
flowing stream of fluid, the jacket terminates at the ves-
sel wall side of the blister and the inner fluid-containing
pipe projects beyond the end of the transfer line conduit,
across the blister region and through the central open-
ing in the plate side of the blister. A fluid-tight seal is
provided between tie fluid-conveying pipe and the plate.
With this arrangement the blister is in open communi-
cation with, or forms a continuation of, the insulating
space between the transfer line jacket and its encased
fluid-conveying pipe. The blister and it communicating
annular insulating space within the transfer line con-
duit may both be filled with the same insulating mate-
rial or with different types of insulating materials, or
only one of these regions may be filled with insulating
material. Furthermore, the entire insulating area may or
may not be under vacuum, as desired.
When the fluid transfer line is not jacketed, its fluid-
conveying passageway communicates directly with the
blister at the vessel side thereof, since the transfer line
terminates at the wall of the vessel. With this arrange-
ment, the blister is filled with a single rigid body of in-
sulating material. A central passageway is formed
through the rigid body of insulation to provide an un-
restricted flow of fluid therethrough between the end
of the transfer line conduit and the opening in the plate
side of the blister.
The blister is relatively wide in comparison to the di-
ameter of the fluid transfer line, so that the shortest
possible path for heat flow by conduction through the
heat conductive materials used in the fabrication of the
fluid transfer line and the storage vessel will be con-
siderably longer than that which would be provided in
the absence of the blister. Thus, the long path for heat
leakage from the external atmosphere or environment
into the interior of the storage vessel extends from the
conductive path from the joint to the perimeter of the
blister along the area of the vessel wall encompassed
by the blister. The flow path across the center of the
blister should in any case be of relatively small diameter
and should have a length to diameter ratio in the order
of about 5 to 1. The principal consideration dictating
the choice cf such ratio is that there should be no pref-
erential heat leak path through the central thickness of
the blister rather than by conduction transversely across
its wider dimension.
For a fuller understanding of the invention reference
may be had to the following specification and claim*
taken in connection with the accompanying drawing
forming a part of this application and showing certain
preferred embodiments of the invention, in which drawing
FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a typi-
cal cryogenic storage vessel having a shell enclosure for
insulating a contained body of liquefied gas from the
surrounding atmosphere and having insulated and na-
20 insulated fluid transfer lines connected thereto for com-
munication with both a region of the vessel containing £ss
in liquid phase and a region of the vessel occupied by the
gaseous phase;
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged fragmentary section of (he
25 vessel and shell illustrating in detail the connection there-
to of a jacketed fluid transfer line; and
FIGURE 3 is a similar fragmentary section of the ves-
sel and shell showing the connection thereto of an Da-
insulated fluid transfer line, and showing alternative pro-
visions for insulation of the connector.
Referring to the drawing, FIG. 1 diagrammatical!?
illustrates a typical cryogenic storage vessel or tank haw-
ing associated inlet and outlet fluid transfer line con-
duits connected thereto in positions to communicate with
35 both the liquid phase of the gas at the bottom of the ves-
sel and the gaseous phase which is always present at the
top of the vessel, the transfer lines being connected to the
vessel in accordance with the invention by means which
will permit the minimum of heat leak from the surrormd-
40
 ing atmosphere to the contents of the vessel, whether ia
liquid or gaseous phase.
The storage vessel or tank 10 is of standard construc-
tion, comprising a hollow cylindrical body closed at its
ends by spherical or dished heads, and is disposed wifli
^g its longitudinal axis in horizontal position.
Vessel 10 is encased within a larger shell 11 of similar
shape and spaced from the outer walls of the vessel suf-
ficiently to provide a peripheral insulating area tt be-
tween the vessel and shell.
The vessel 10 is adapted to contain a storage supply of
low temperature gas which is maintained in both a Equid
phase 13 and a gaseous phase 14, the vessel being sup-
plied with liquefied gas through a fill line represented
either by a jacketed, fluid transfer line, such as that JH»-
30
50
joint between the fluid transfer line and the outer shell, 55 erally indicated by numeral 15, or by an unjacketed, fluid
along the end portion of the fluid transfer line which
crosses the vessel insulation space to the joint between
the end of the fluid transfer line and the shell, and then
along the shell side of the blister to the joint between
the shell and the perimeter of the blister plate. For
most efficient operation, the shortest arcuate dimension
across the blister should be in the range of 5-15 times
the diameter of the fluid transfer conduit and, prefer-
ably, the ratio of such dimensions should be in the or-
der of about 10 to L
The blister is also relatively deep in the central re-
gioa in comparison to the diameter of the fluid transfer
fine, especially when the fluid transfer line is not of the
jacketed type. In such case, the central hole through
the rigid insulation within the blister provides open com- 70
mumcation between the interior of the vessel and the
joint formed between the end of the fluid transfer line
and the vessel side of the blister, so that, conceivably,
some heat leakage might occur by radiation and convec-
transfer line, generally indicated by numeral It Both
types, for the sake of convenience, are illustrated in the
same figure of the drawing, although only one fill line
may be required. The vessel is vented of gas in the liquid
go phase through a fluid transfer line, generally hwBnitrf
by numeral 17, at the top of the vessel.
Control valves are provided for each fluid transfer lax.
One type of control valve, a standard solenoid-operated
valve 18, is shown in association with fluid transfer line
cg 15 and is located on a portion of the confined fluid path
15' which extends upwardly into the body of liquefied gas.
A standard type of shut-off valve 19 is shown in associa-
tion with each of fluid transfer lines 16 and 17, respec-
tively, both valves being located outside the ™* t^f*$
vessel.
To reduce heat flow by radiation the insulating space
12 between the vessel 10 and the shell 11 may be provided
with any standard type of insulation suitable to the en-
vironment and the need. For example, the space may be
turn through the central bole instead of following the 75 filled with a commercial type of granular or powdered
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insulating material, or it may be occupied in substantial
part by what is wen known in the ait as super-insulation,
comprising a multiple radiation shield consisting of many
layers of very thin reflective material wrapped around
the inner vessel 10. Vacuum insulation may be employed
alone or in conjunction with the above-mentioned types of
insulating material.
The improvement in provisions for connecting the
fluid transfer lines to the insulated vessel resides primarily
6
The heat leakags problem to which the invention is
directed is the possibility excessive leakage of heat from
the external atmosphere to the inside of the vessel along
a conductive path starting at the juncture of the fluid
transfer line and the wall of the outer shell 11 and ter-
minating at the joint where the end of the fluid transfer
line, directly or indirectly, comes into heat exchange
contact with the extremely cold contents of the storage
vessel. -These termini of the heat leakage path will be
in the particular means for forming a low beat leak path JQ referred to as points a and b in the following description,
between the end of the transfer line and the inside wall of point a being the warm point and point b being the cold
the gas storage vessel. The connecting arrangements for
insulated and for uninsulated transfer lines are different
in certain respects, which will be apparent from a con-
point
In the connector joint of FIG. 2, heat leakage from the
atmosphere contacting the outer surfaces of vessel 10
sideration of FIGS. 2 and 3, illustrating the details of the 15 and the external portion of jacket 20 travels from a point
two types of connection. a inwardly along the jacket wall through the shell open-
FIG. 2 shows an enlarged fragmentary sectional view
of the connection between the jacketed fluid transfer line
17 and the insulated vessel 10 taken along line 2—2 of
ing and across the insulating space 12 to the juncture of
the jacket with the blister wall portion 23 of the vessel
10. The heat then travels radially outward from the
FIG. 1. This line is a vent line for withdrawal of gaseous 20 end of the jacket along the side 23 of the blister to the
phase material from the space 14 above the body of lique- juncture point b between the plate 21 and the vessel
fied gas 13. The outermost member of the jacketed trans-
fer line 17, that is, the jacket 20 extends through and is
sealed, as by soldering or welding, within aligned open-
wall 10.
It is most desirable that such heat flow into the vessel
be kept at a minimum. The efficiency of-the above-
ings in the walls of the shell 11 and the vessel 10, so as 25 described type of connection, as compared for example to
to form a rigid connection. present known construction of the type wherein a fluid
A convexly curved plate 21 is affixed to the inner wall
surface of the vessel 10, concentric with or at least sym-
metrically positioned with respect to the projected axis of
the transfer line. The perimeter of plate 21 is joined to
the vessel wall in fluid-tight connection, the curved plate
forming a hollow blister 22 on the inner wall surface.
In some cases it may be desirable to deform the wall of
the vessel 10 outwardly in the blister area, as shown at
23, to provide both sides of the blister with approximately S5
the same dome-shaped curvature, but such symmetrically
curved construction is not required. It is desirable, how-
ever, to make the inside wall of the blister, as thin as pos-
sible, as by indenting or otherwise working the metal of
the wall from the inside of the vessel 10 to form a bulge 40
or dome in its outer contour, or by use of a thin metal
plate insert, as shown in FIG. 3.
In those cases where the blister is to be located on a
wall whose curvature is such that deformation of the . _ _
vessel wall in the blister area would complicate the prob- 45 material selected having a thermal conductivity constant
lem of cutting and shaping the plate to fit the perimeter of *• and for any 8iven temperature differential AT be-
of the deformed area, the wall may retain its initial curva-
ture, and the curved plate may be cut to fit the vessel con-
tour. Thus, if the plate is spherically curved, the contour
of its perimeter wifl correspond to the line of intersection 50 to a minimum only by using the smallest size pipe which
between the spherical plate surface and the cylindrical, Wl11 provide the desired flow and by using pipe having
spherical, or other curved surface of the vessel in the tne thinnest walls possible, commensurate with pressure
area where the blister is to be formed. and olher stress conditions in the system. After the pipe
Alternatively, instead of deforming the inner wall of size and P'P6 wa!1 thickness have been reduced to a mini-
the vessel, as at 23, both sides of the blister may be 55 mum consistent with safety, the only possibility for fur-
formed of separate curved plates which, because of the
structural strength or rigidity of the blister construction,
may be formed of much thinner material than that em-
ployed fo r the vessel 10 . . . . . .
Since fluid tracsfer line 17 is a jacketed line, the fluid 60 '"» openings in the shell and vessel to provide a long
stream conveyed thereby is confined centrally within ""» for the P'ping therebetween, or to provide a tortuous
the jacket 20 by a smaller tube 24 whose outer wall is Path for the tubing, with little or no offset in the place-
spaced from the inner wall of the jacket so as to provide ment of the transfer line openings. Either of these ex.-
an annular insulating space 25. Tube 24 extends across pedients introduces serious problems with respect to
the narrow dimension of the blister and passes through 65 assemblage and to the installation of insulating material,
a central opening formed in the plate 21, the tube being
joined to the latter in a fluid-tight seal. Thus, the fluid-
conveying tube 24 of the transfer line 17 is in open com-
munication with the interior of the vessel 10 at a point
within the gaseous phase region 14, and the jacket 20 is 70 in «-"»transfer line piping, the h.-at Row may be calculated
in open communication with the interior 22 of the blister. by in equation suited to the size and shape of the blister.
The two insulating spaces 22 and 25 may be under vac- vhe simplest form of blister is circular, as where a
imm, if desired, and one or both may contain any suit- circular plate is affixed to a spherical vessel surface,
able type of commercially available insulating materiel, The shape of the blister becomes more complicated with,
not shown. 75 other curvatures in the vessel walL
transfer line enters an opening in the outer shell, crosses
the insulating space, and projects through an opening in
the inner vessel, is best illustrated by comparison of the
SO equations by which heat flow may be determined in each
case.
For the known type described immediately above, the
heat flow is calculated by the equation
where:
£=mean therm::' conductivity of pipe material.
X=cross-sectional metal area of pipe.
I,=len£th of pipe from point a to point b.
Ar=temperature difference between points a and b.
It is apparent from the equation that for any pipe
tween the outer environment and the cold interior of the
vessel, the only factors which may be varied to reduce
the value of q (heat leakage) are A and L. A is kept
ther reduction in heat leakage is to increase the length
of pipe or tubing running through the insulating space
between shell and vessel. This is the reason why the art
has been required either to greatly offset the transfer
particularly the type known as super-insulation.
For the improved connector of this invention, wherein
the side of the blister which is contiguous to the insulating
space between shell and vessel forms a "thermal break"
3,215,313
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Assuming a circdir blister to be formed, the heat flow
may be calculated by the equation
Do (2)
where:
k and AT are the sain; as for Equation 1.
f=tbickness of malsral comprising shell side of blister.
Do=diameter of circular portion of vessel covered by
the blister plate.
Di=diameter of opening formed in vessel to receive fluid
transfer line.
ln=natnral log.
In this equation, the resistance to heat flow in the short
length of pipe is ignored. To minimize the heat flow q
it is necessary to make the value of t as small as possible
and/or to make the ratio of Do/Di as large as possible.
For other blister configurations it is possible to adjust
the Equation 2, but in any case the foregoing conclusions
with respect to the adjustment of factors t and Do/Di
to minimize heat leakage still hold true. Because of the
inherent structural stability of such blister construction,
it is possible to msfce the vessel side of the blister ex-
tremely thin, without necessarily making the plate side
of the blister equaEy thin, and also to make the blister
area relatively wide as compared to the size of the open-
ing in the vessel side, such as in a diameter ratio of 5:1
to 15:1.
FIG. 3 shows a modified form of connection used with
an unjacketed fluid transfer line 24'. Here, too, the con-
nector is shown at the top of the vessel as a vent line
communicating with the gas phase space 14 above the
liquid body 13. la shape, the blister is similar to that
of FIG. 2, but the upper wall 23' of the blister is a sep-
arate plate insert instead of being a deformed portion
of vessel wall 10, as at 23 of FIG. 2. The entire blister
may be fabricated separately and inserted in the wall.
Pipe 24' is joined at its side to the shell 11 and its end
to the wall 23' of the blister. Since pipe 24' is exposed
to the wanner temperature outside the shell, it should
terminate at the top wall of the blister. The blister area
is filled with a body 26 of rigid foam insulation, or other
suitable insulating n^terial, through which a central hole
27 is bored to provide a fluid passageway between the
opening 28 in the plate side of the blister and the end
of fluid transfer lire 24'. In this particular modifica-
tion, the space betcsen vessel 10 and shell 11 has bsen
shown as partly fiDed with super-insulation 29, although
it is to be understood that the use of super-insulation is
not limited to this fcrai of the invention.
In order to channel the heat leakage so that it will
have to follow the longest possible path into the vessel,
dial is, down tube 2-4' to the top wall 23' of the blister
and then along blister wall 23' to its peripheral juncture
with the vessel waD, the passageway 27 through the in-
sulation material 26 should have a high ratio of length to
diameter. This wi3 minimize the circulation of gas within
the passageway 27, which otherwise might cause a sub-
stantial heat by-pass by convection from the end portion
of the rube 24 to me gas phase space 14 at the top of
the vessel.
Where the fluid transfer line is used as a fill line com-
municating with the body of liquefied f.as 13 at the bottom
of vessel 10, as for example line 15 or line 16 shown in
FIG. 1, a slight modification is required in the line which
actually confines the liquid stream leading into the body
of liquid. Precaution must be taken to prevent liquid
from running into tie line by force of gravity and boiling
off therein by what may be termed a "percolation" effect
to produce an apparent high heat leak. To this end there
is provided either a solenoid-operated valve 18, as shown
on the portion of the line IS' which extends into the body
of liquid 13, or a goose-neck extension 31 having an
inverted-U turn which extends within the body of liquid,
as shown in connection with unjacketed fluid transfer
line 16. The extension 31 conveys the liquid from die
discharge end of transfer line 16, which terminates at
5 the blister wall 30 or slightly within the blister area 31.
A thermal break needs to be provided in the fluid path
between the end of line 16 and the cold body of liquid
13. For such purpose the extension 31 is coupled to
the end of line 16 by an insulating connector 32 of low
10 heat conductivity. Alternatively, the entire goose-neck
extension 31 may be made of low conductivity material.
such as nylon. In this modification, the blister area 31
may be under vacuum or may be filled with known in-
sulating material.
15 The connecting devices of the invention effectively
minimise the possibilities of serious heat leak through the
joints between the jacketed or unjacketed fluid transfer
lines and the shell-insulated vessel for storage of liquefied
gas. The invention provides a compact connection.be-
20 tween transfer line and vessel requiring a minimum ma
of pipe between the vessel and its surrounding shell and
greatly simplifies the installation of multiple radiation
shield type of insulation between the vessel and the shell
Obviously many modification- and variations of the
25 invention as hereinbefore set fortn may be made without
departing from the spirit and scope thereof, and therefore
only such limitations should be imposed as are indicated
in the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
30 1. In a spaced shell-insulated vessel for storage of a
body of liquefied gas having an upper gaseous phase,
connector means for effecting fluid transfer between said
vessel and a fluid transfer line, with minimum heat leak
across the insulating space from the surrounding atmos-
35 phere to the contents of the vessel, which comprises:
means forming a relatively wide and shallow blister on
the wall cf the vessel at the point of transfer line connec-
tion therewith, said shell and the opposed walls of said
blister having aligned openings, the common axis of
40 which passes centrally through said blister and is sub-
stantially normal to the surfaces of the vessel and shell; a
fluid transfer line conduit extending through the opening
in said shell and the opening in the near side wan of said
blister and being in fluid-tight connection with the shell
45 and said blister wall; and means associated with said
transfer line conduit for confining said fluid as a conlma-
ous stream pasing through and between said aligned open-
ings and being out of contact with the walls of said
blister.
50 2. Connector means as in claim 1, in which said means
for confining said fluid as a stream of uniform flow
through and between said aligned openings comprises a
confined passage-forming means extending from the end of
said fluid transfer line conduit at least across said bBster.
55 3. Connector means as in claim 2, in which said
blister is substantially filled with a rigid body of heat in-
sulating material having a central passageway extending
between the blister holes to form said confined passage-
forming means extending across said blister, said body cf
60 heat insulating material providing a thermal break between
the central wall portions of said blister.
"4. Connector means as in claim 2, disposed at the
bottom of said vessel, in which said confined possagp-
forming means extending from the end of said fluid trans-
G5 fer line conduit at least across said blister conrprisrs a
tube extending between the openings in said buster, pro-
jecting a short distance upwardly within said body of
liquefied gas and terminating in means for pieventing
backflow of liquid downwardly into said means for con-
70 fining said fluid as a continuous stream passing <*"*mi*
said aligned openings.
5. Connector means as in claim 4, in which said tide
extending upwardly within said body of liquefied gas has
a reverse bend constituting said means for preventing
75 backfiow of liquid. ; •
8,216,313
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6. Connector means as in claim 5, in which the portion in fluid tight connection only to the plate side of said
of said tube passing between tiie walk of said blister forms blister.
a thermal break between said walls. 9. Connector means as in claim 8, in which said pipe
7. Conaector means as in claim 6, in which at feast extends into the body of liquefied gas within said vessel
the end portion of said tn.be immediately adjacent to the 5 and includes means to prevent back flow of liquid through
end of said fluid transfer line forms the thermal break said pipe.
between the walls of the blister. 10. Connector means as in claim 9 for connecting a
8. Connector means as in claim 1, in which said means jacketed fluid transfer line to the bottom of said vessel,
associated with said transfer line conduit for confuting said said pipe extending upwardly within the bottom region
fluid as a continuous stream of substantially uniform flow JQ °f s^d b°dy °f liquefied gas and terminating hi a reverse
area passing through and between said aligned openings bend.
comprises: a pipe within and spaced from the walls of No references cited,
said fluid transfer line to provide an annular insulating
space in open communication with said blister, said pipe LOUIS J. DEMBO, Primary Examiner.
extending through said aligned openings and being joined jj
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